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ABSTRACT. The ELAN system provides an environment for specifying and prototyping deduction
systems in a language based on rewrite rules controlled by strategies. We design in ELAN a
specific planning problem, namely a controller for printing tasks, by combining rules, strategies
and constraint solving on finite domains.
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1. Introduction
The ELAN system [KIR 95a], provides an environment for specifying and prototy-
ping deduction systems in a language based on rewrite rules controlled by strategies. It
offers a natural and simple logical framework for the combination of the computation
and deduction paradigms. It supports the design of theorem provers, logic program-
ming languages, constraint solvers and decision procedures and it offers a modular
framework for studying their combination.
ELAN takes from functional programming the concept of abstract data types and
the function evaluation principle based on rewriting. In ELAN, a rewrite rule may
be labelled, may have boolean conditions introduced by the keyword if, and matching
conditions introduced by the keyword where. The evaluation mechanism also involves
backtracking since in ELAN, a computation may have several results. One of the main
originality is to provide a strategy language allowing the programmer to specify the
control on rules application. This is in contrast to many existing rewriting-based lan-
guages where the term reduction strategy is hard-wired and not accessible to the desi-
gner of an application. The strategy language offers primitives for sequential compo-
sition, iteration, deterministic and non-deterministic choices of elementary strategies
that are labelled rules. From these primitives, more complex strategies can be expres-
sed. The user can introduce new strategy operators and define them by rewrite rules.
Evaluation of strategy application is itself based on rewriting. Moreover it should be
emphasised that ELAN has logical foundations based on rewriting logic [MES 92] and
detailed in [BOR 96, BOR 98]. So the simple and well-known paradigm of rewriting
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provides both the logical framework in which deduction systems can be expressed and
combined, and the evaluation mechanism of the language.
The current version of ELAN includes an interpreter and a compiler written res-
pectively in C++ and Java, a library of standard ELAN modules, a user manual and
examples of applications. Among those, let us mention for instance the design of rules
and strategies for constraint satisfaction problems [CAS 98b], theorem proving tools
in first-order logic with equality [KIR 95b, CIR 97], the combination of unification al-
gorithms and of decision procedures in various equational theories [RIN 97, KIR 98].
More information on the system can be found on the WEB site 1.
In this paper, we address another class of problems, namely planning and schedu-
ling problems. Our goal is to use ELAN as a decision support tool, which can simulate
plan executions and explore consequences of decision-making during a planification.
In Section 2, we first present ELAN and the concepts of rules and strategies offered
by the system. In Section 3, we describe a specific management problem, namely a
controller for printing tasks, inspired from [AND 98]. We show how the problem is
formalised in ELAN by combining rules, strategies and constraint solving on finite
domains. The production of plans is illustrated on an example.
2. Rules and strategies in ELAN
We assume the reader familiar with basic definitions of term rewriting given in
particular in [DER 90, BAA 98]. We briefly recall and introduce notations for a few
concepts that will be used along this paper. 	
is the set of terms built from a given finite set

of function symbols and
a denumerable set

of variables. Positions in a term are represented as sequences of
integers. The empty sequence 
 denotes the position associated to the top-symbol. The
subterm of  at position  is denoted   . The replacement at position  of the subterm
  by  is written   . The set of variables occurring in a term  is denoted by    	 . If     	 is empty,  is called a ground term and  !"	 is the set of ground
terms. A substitution is an assignment from a finite subset of

to
 #	
, written$&%(') *,+-  * ./.. )10+-  0 2 . It uniquely extends to an endomorphism on  	 .
Application of $ to  is written  $ .
2.1. Rules
ELAN rules provide first a rich notion of condition, called matching condition,
also used for instance in ASF+SDF [KLI 93].
A labelled rewrite rule with matching condition denoted 43 5 6798 - ;:=<?> @A>CBED %GF
is such that 8    B  FIH  	 ,    B 	KJ L   8 	 %(M ,     	ON    8 	QP L   B 	
and
   F 	RN L1  8 	 . 3 5 6 is called the label.
When the term
B
is reduced to the boolean constant true, the condition is written S!T F .
1. http://www.loria.fr/ELAN.
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When the term
B
is reduced to a variable   , the condition is written :=<?> @A>   D %GF .
This notion can be generalised with a sequence of matching conditions, as in
43 5 67 8 - ,:=<K> @ >LB * D % F* ././. :=<K> @ > B D %GF  in which:
— 8    B * /../. B  F7* /../. F  H   	 ,
—
   B 	QJ     8 	 P    B * 	 PP L1  B  * 		 %GM ,
—
    	RN L   8 	 P L1  B * 	 P	AP L   B 	 and
—
   F  	 N    8 	 P    B * 	 PP L1  B  * 	 .
A set of rewrite rules is called a rewrite system.
To apply a syntactic rule 8 -  on a term  at some position  , one looks for a
matching, i.e. a substitution $ satisfying 8 $ %   . Note that  is always considered as
a ground term. The algorithm which provides the unique substitution $ , whenever it
exists, is called syntactic matching. Once a substitution $ is found, the application of
the rewrite rule consists of building the reduced term   %     $  . Computing the
normal form of a term  w.r.t. a rewrite system 
 consists of successively applying the
rewrite rules of


, at any positions, until no more applies. The existence and unicity
of normal forms require the rewrite system


to be terminating and confluent.
To apply a conditional rule 8 -  :=<K> @ >IB D % F on a term  , the satisfiability
of the condition
:"<?> @ > B D % F has to be checked before building the reduced term.
Let $ be the matching substitution from 8 to   . Checking the matching condition:"<?> @ > B D % F consists first of using the rewrite system 
 to compute the normal
form F  of F/$ , and then verifying that B matches the ground term F  . If there exists
a matching  , such that B  % F  , the composed substitution $  is used to build the
reduced term  %     $   . Otherwise the application of the conditional rule fails.
For usual boolean conditions of the form S!T F ,  is the identity when the normal form
of F is the truth value true.
When the rule is of the form 8 -  :"<?> @ >OB * D % F * ././. :=<K> @ >OB  D % F  , the
matching substitution is successively composed with each matching   from B  to the
normal forms of F  $  * ././.    * , for  % ./.. . If one of these   does not exist, the
application of the rule fails.
When the left-hand side 8 or a pattern B of the rule contains associative commuta-
tive (AC) function symbols, AC-matching is invoked. The term 8 is said to AC- match
another term  if there exists a substitution $ such that 8 $ %  , where % is
the congruence generated by associativity and commutativity axioms. In general, AC-
matching can return several solutions, so the application of a rule on a term may return
several reduced terms. Thus rewriting in ELAN is non-deterministic and sets of results
are handled through a backtracking mechanism.
2.2. Strategies
In order to take into account non-determinism and sets of results, and to control
rule application, the concept of strategy is introduced: a strategy is a function which,
when applied to an initial term, returns a set of possible results. The strategy fails if
the set is empty. To define strategies, the following strategy constructors are provi-
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ded:
— A labelled rule is a primal strategy. The result of applying a rule labelled 3 5 6
on a term  returns a set of terms. This primal strategy fails if the set of resulting terms
is empty.
— Two strategies can be concatenated by the symbol “;”, i.e. the second strategy
is applied on all results of the first one.   *   denotes the sequential composition of
the two strategies. It fails if either   * fails or   fails. Its results are all results of   *
on which   is applied and gives some results.
— first
   * /./../    	 chooses the first strategy    in the list that does not fail, and
returns all its results. This strategy may return more than one result, or fails if all
sub-strategies    fail.
— first one
   * /../.    	 selects the first result of the first strategy    in the list
that does not fail. This strategy returns at most one result and fails if all sub-strategies
fail.
— dk
   * ./../    	 chooses all strategies given in the list of arguments and for
each of them returns all its results. This set of results may be empty, in which case the
strategy fails.
— The strategy id is the identity that does nothing but never fails.
— fail is the strategy that always fails and never gives any result.
— repeat*
   	 applies repeatedly the strategy   until it fails and returns the results
of the last unfailing application. This strategy can never fail (zero application of   is
possible) and may return more than one result.
— The strategy iterate*
   	 is similar to repeat*    	 but returns all intermediate
results of repeated applications.
Elementary strategies are defined by rules of the form [] c => strat, where
c is a constant strategy operator and strat a term built on elementary strategy
constructors. Such rules are always unlabelled. Application of such a strategy c on
a term t, denoted (c)t is performed by a C function generated by ELAN.
Defined strategies are like ordinary terms except that they have a functional sort
of the form <s -> s’>. Their definition is given by a strategy operator declaration
and a set of rules on strategies.   ?  denotes the application of the defined strategy  
on the term  . The application operator  _ _ is itself defined in an ELAN module by a
set of rewrite rules and a strategy eval.
2.3. Rules involving strategies in conditions
From now on, let us consider that not only rules but also strategies can be applied
on terms. Moreover a rule itself may call a strategy in its matching conditions. So the
general form of a rule in ELAN is
3 5 6 8 - R:=<?>1@ > B * D % '   *727F* ././. :=<K> @ > B D % '    2AF 
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in which
— 8    B * /../. B  F7* /../. F  H   	 ,
—
   B 	QJ     8 	 P    B * 	 PP L1  B  * 		 %GM ,
—
    	RN L   8 	 P L1  B * 	 P	AP L   B 	 ,
—
   F  	 N    8 	 P    B * 	 PP L1  B  * 	 ,
—   * ./../    are strategy terms built from the strategy constructors or defined by
the user,
— and ' _ 2 _ is either the application operator  _ 	 _ of elementary strategies on
terms, or the application operator  _  _ of defined strategies on terms.
When programming in ELAN, it is important to realize the difference between:
– labelled rules whose evaluation is fully controled by the user strategies and,
– non-labelled rules which are intended to perform deterministic computations and
are applied using a built-in leftmost innermost strategy.
Rules and strategies provide a very flexible language paradigm for modelling and
prototyping many applications: decision procedures, theorem provers, constraint sol-
vers have been prototyped in ELAN. Solving techniques for constraint satisfaction
problems (CSP for short) over finite domains have been implemented in the system
COLETTE [CAS 98a, CAS 98b] written in ELAN. Actually, rules are also natural to
describe planification problems, and to decompose complex tasks into primitive ac-
tions, according to resources constraints. The second part of the paper develops an
example, designed in ELAN and using COLETTE as a sub-program, of modelling a
print controller.
3. Modelling a print controller
A print controller gives print tasks to execute to printers. The general aim is to
distribute as well as possible all print tasks on the network and to assure that all print
tasks are achieved before a given deadline. The general problem considers several
printers connected to a server by lines. The two first kinds of resources are the number
of printers and the number of lines available. There may be more than one printer
connected by a line. The third resource is the number of memories.
We base our specification on a specification given in [AND 98] where the problem
of minimizing the deadline and the resourses management problem are not addressed.
Here, we made similar restrictions on the general problem.
Since we want here to focus our attention on modelling the control management,
we simplify the problem by considering only one printer, with one line and enough
memory. Due to this simplification, the constraints associated to this problem are only
time constraints, expressing that a task begins after another one ends.
There are two kinds of requests: simple print tasks and complex print tasks. A
simple print task consists of printing once a document. The duration associated to this
task is fixed and it cannot be interrupted. A complex print task consists of loading
in memory the document to print, of printing it several times and when finished, of
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freeing the allocated memory space. This complex print task can be interrupted but, in
this case, the allocated memory space must be released and when starting again this
job, the document has to be reloaded.
In our running example, the purpose is to find possible schedules for executing
on the printer a simple print task and a complex one composed of N print tasks. The
different possibilities are either to split the complex print task or to perform it in one
step before or after the simple print task. Moreover a deadline is fixed and given as a
data of the problem: the purpose is not to minimize the execution time for all these
requests, but to find all possible schedulings within the given deadline.
For instance, let us consider a request composed of a simple print task, taking 2
time units, and a complex task composed of 2 print tasks, taking 1 time unit each, on
one printer, with a deadline of 6 time units. Assuming no time is left between two
tasks, the three possible schedules are presented in Figure 1 where SP denotes the
simple print task. A complex task always begins by Loading (L) the job following by
one or more Print (P) tasks. The FormKeep (FK) task ensures that the document is
still loaded during the execution.
Time
FK
P
P
L
SP
Time
SPFK
L
P
P
Time
SP
LL
P P
FK FK
Figure 1. Three Execution Schedules
This problem was formalized in [AND 98] with grammar rules and feature terms,
i.e. structures given by a set of attributes/value pairs. This first formalization, with
slightly modified notations, is presented in Figure 2. Five rules decompose complex
tasks into other complex tasks or into primitive actions. Tasks have three attributes
giving respectively:
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— their name,
— the number of impressions that the task must manage,
— and the status for the decomposition of this task, either
 8!8 or   B 8   .
Actions have two attributes giving respectively:
— their name,
— and the duration of the action.
The general structure of these rules is
   - 
   w.r.t. a constraint  . LS is a feature
term that represents a complex task. RS is a list of feature terms corresponding to
newly generated complex tasks and primitive actions.
The first rule specifies the different tasks to be scheduled: here the task Main (de-
noted M) is composed of a complex task FormPrint (FP) to perform, and of an primi-
tive action SimplePrint (SP).
The two following rules are for decomposing the complex task FormPrint (FP).
There are two possible choices here: either we do not decompose this task, but we load
(L) the document, multi-print it N times, while we assure that the document is kept
in memory during all these operations (this is the primitive action FormKeep (FK)).
Or we decide to decompose the complex task into two parts. The initial number  of
documents to print is split into   and  such that    %  .
The two last rules decompose the complex task MultiPrint (MP). It simply consists,
for printing a document  times, in printing it once and then 
	  times.
To summarize, complex tasks are M, FP and MP, primitives actions are SP, P, L
and FK.

task = M

– 

task = FP

action = SP

   
duration = 2

SP precedes FP or FP precedes SP or (FP begins before SP and ends after SP)

task = FP

– 

action = L

task = MP

action = FK


status = all
 
duration = 1

numI = N
 

numI = N
    
L precedes MP and FK begins with L and FK ends with MP

task = FP

– 

task = FP

task = FP


status = split
 
numI = N1

numI = N2


numI = N
   
   %    
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task = MP

– 

action = P


numI = 1
 
duration = 1


task = MP

– 

action = P

task = MP


numI = N
 
duration = 1

numI = N-1

P precedes MP
Figure 2. Formalisation of a print controller.
Let us see now how to translate this formalisation into ELAN.
3.1. The data structures
Constraints, actions and tasks with their attributes are encoded into different struc-
tures. In order to formalise the scheduling constraints, we associate two variables to
each complex task and primitive action named   : its beginning time (noted   .  ),
and its ending time (   .  ). The duration   .  relates these two values (   .  %
  .     .  ). The domain of each variable is initialised to the integer interval   . .  
where

is the deadline.
The constraint associated to M in Figure 2 (SP precedes FP or FP precedes SP or
(FP begins before SP and ends after SP)) is expressed as: .  %    . 	    .  %  . 	     .    .      . 
  .  	
(either FP begins when SP ends, or SP begins when FP ends, or FP begins before SP
and ends after SP).
The constraints associated to FP with status
 8 8 (FK begins with L, L precedes MP
and FK ends with MP) is written as: .  %  .    .  %  .     .  %  .  .
The constraints associated to FP with status   B 8   require the following conditions:
as soon as the N1 prints end, the N2 prints begin or conversely:    	 .  %    	.      	 .  %    	. 	 .
A CSP is defined by a set of variables, their respective domains and a set of
constraints built as disjunctions and conjunctions of equations, inequations and di-
sequations on arithmetic expressions with addition ans substraction on finite domains.
A CSP is represented in ELAN by a structure with five components: the list of mem-
bership constraints of the form
   H #	 where   is a variable and  its domain,
a list of equality constraints of the form
   % 	 where  is an arithmetic ex-
pression, a list of conjunctive constraints and a list of disjunctive constraints. The last
component stores intermediate results.
Then, a primitive action is represented by a structure with three components: its
name, its beginning and ending times:

       D   .
A complex task is given by a structure with five components: its name, the number
of current impressions not yet done, its status telling if we are in a   B 8   mode or in an 8 8 mode, its beginning and ending times:
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     	   B             D    .
To manipulate the entire structure of the problem, we define a universe of sort
state including five components: the list of complex tasks to be decomposed, the
list of primitive actions to execute, the current CSP problem to solve, the number
of variables used in the CSP and in the definition of primitive actions and complex
tasks and the time domain that defines boundaries for the values of the variables.
For example, if the domain is [0,..,3], each action and task must begin after the
time 0 and end before 3. So, the universe is defined as the following structure, where
components are separated by  :
8    	       8    	  F     	            
    	      .
The two first components are concerned with the decomposition of complex tasks into
primitive actions, while the three others are dealing with the constraint satisfaction
problem and provide the interface between the rules and the constraints.
3.2. The rewrite rules
Rules given in Figure 2 are translated into ELAN rules.
The general structure of a rule includes five steps: the creation of new variables
(n1, n2, n3 and n4), the production of the constraints over the new tasks or ac-
tions (Const), the integration of this new constraint within the global CSP (C1), the
satisfaction test of the CSP and the updating of the universe (S). We show the rule cor-
responding to the decomposition of the complex task FormPrint when the status is 8 8 (the second rule in Figure 2):
[F1] <FormPrint N all B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T
=> S
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
where Const := () V_$n1=?B & V_$n2=?V_$n1(+)1 &
V_$n3=?V_$n2 & V_$n4=?E
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP &
Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where S := () <MultiPrint N all V_$n3 : V_$n4>.LT ||
<Load V_$n1 : V_$n2>.<FormKeep V_$n1 : V_$n4>.LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
The whole set of rules is given in Appendix.
3.3. Constraint solving and satisfiability checking
For solving constraint satisfaction problems in our example, we use the CO-
LETTE system. In this section, we will briefly present the notions used for our study.
For more results about CSP, the reader may refer to [CAS 98a]. Rather than testing
COLETTE on this type of application, our intention was to see how easily it could be
integrated into another ELAN program. As expected, the integration was quite easy,
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just by adapting a few top-level primitives of COLETTE for our specification. We had
to adapt the creation of the CSP and the initialization of the constraints on the domain
(for this initialization, the last component of the structure state is needed).
To perform the integration of a new constraint in the current CSP, the new constraint
is first transformed into a CSP and simplified (i.e. domains of variables are reduced
by a local consistency technic), then composed with the current CSP and the result is
simplified again.
COLETTE also provides a library of strategies for solving constraint satisfaction
problems. Among them we have tried two of them: the Forward Checking strategy
and the Full Look Ahead one. The results were quite equivalent for our example.
We give below some results obtained with the Forward Checking strategy with
an enumeration of the results from left to right. This strategy is called in COLETTE
FCFirstToLast. We have used this strategy in two ways. The first one is the entire
solving of the CSP and the enumeration of all solutions. The second way just consists
of stopping the enumeration as soon as the first solution is found: this mode is called
the satisfiability mode. We give here the strategy FCFirstToLast:
[] FCFirstToLastAll2 =>
repeat* (
dk (iterate* (EliminateFirstValueOfDomain)) ;
first one (InstantiateFirstValueOfDomain) ;
first one (ExtractConstraintsOnEqualityVar, id) ;
first one (Elimination , id) ;
first one (LocalConsistencyInEC , id)
)
first one (GetSolutionCSP2)
end
3.4. The choice points
Several choice points are set either by the rules, or by the CSP solving process.
These are places were backtracking is performed. Let us detail them:
— In the Main rule (the first one in Figure 2), either we call the complex task with
the status
 8 8 , or with the status   B 8   .
— In the FormPrint rule with the status   B 8   (the third rule in Figure 2), the first
choice point is set when splitting in two the number of print tasks. We can decompose
4 print tasks in 3 ones and then 1, but also in 2 ones and then 2 other ones. This choice
point is given by a strategy:
[] Split => dk(Splitting)
where Splitting is the label of a rule enumerating the different splittings.
The second choice point in this rule is set when we decide the status of the newly
generated FormPrint tasks. These new tasks can have the status
 8!8 by applying a rule
labelled ST1, or status   B 8   by applying ST2. This is done by the strategy:
[] ChooseStatus => dk(ST1 , ST2)
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All these choice points correspond to branching in the derivation tree for the de-
composition of complex tasks into primitive actions. Moreover, in each leaf of the
derivation tree, when COLETTE is called for the complete solving of the CSP, we
can have different solutions, and so a lot of choice points generated by COLETTE.
3.5. Strategies for the rules composition
The main rule for the decomposition of the complex task Main (the first one in
Figure 2) is translated in ELAN into three rewrite rules labelled by Main1, Main2
and Main3, each one corresponding to a disjunct in the constraint of Figure 2. The
strategy Main is defined as a non-determistic choice of these three ELAN rules.
The FormPrint complex task is also defined by three rules in ELAN labelled F1 for
FP with status
 8!8 , F2 and F3 for FP with status   B 8   , again each one corresponding
to a disjunct in the constraint. The Form associated strategy is again a non-determistic
choice of these three ELAN rules.
For the MultiPrint task, we have also two rules in ELAN labelled MP1 (for one
print) and MP2 (recursively rule for

prints) and the associated strategy is called
Multi.
These three strategies are defined as follows:
[] Main => dk (Main1 , Main2 , Main3)
[] Form => dk (F1 , F2 , F3)
[] Multi => first (MP1 , MP2)
3.6. The evaluation mechanism
The construction of the search tree can be done with two execution modes: a Full
mode and a Step-by-Step mode.
— The Full mode uses a strategy AllTogether that develops all branches of
the tree, checking at each node that the constraint is satisfiable. At each leaf, we get
a possible decomposition for the main task into primitive actions and we solve the
CSP to find all possible values for the variables. The strategy AllTogether calls
the Main, Form, Multi strategies defined above, and a strategy Solutions that
solves the CSP.
[]AllTogether=>Main;repeat*(Form;repeat*(Multi));Solutions
For the example illustrated in Figure 1, we find the three pictured schedules. For ano-
ther request composed of a simple print task, taking 2 time units, and a complex task
composed of 3 print tasks, taking 1 time unit each, on one printer, with a deadline of
8 time units, we find twelve possible schedules. We can notice that in the next table,
the number of rewriting steps includes all rewriting steps done by COLETTE for the
CSP resolution and the CSP satisfiability tests. The number of steps done by the print
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controller is just a part of the whole number.
Example Schedules Execution Time Rewriting Steps
(1+2) 3 0.11s 191 972
(1+3) 12 0.2s 8 698 593
— The Step-by-Step mode guides the user during the development of a solution,
with a menu presented on the screen:
Could you give us the number associated to the strategy
you want now to execute (terminated by ’end’)?:
1- Main
2- FormPrint
3- MultiPrint
4- All Results
5- One Result
6- Cut this branch
The three first choices help the user to develop the tree and to eliminate all complex
tasks from the list of tasks. The fourth and the fifth ones guide the application of the
COLETTE strategy: it gives either all results, or only the first one (as for the test of
satisfiability). The sixth choice allows the user to cut the current branch of the tree,
and the exploration starts again at the last set choice point.
The user choice is guided by the display of the current situation, as shown bellow:
List of Tasks : <MultiPrint 1 all V_21:V_22>.nil
List of Actions : <Load V_19:V_20>.<FormKeep V_19:V_22>.
<Print V_17:V_18>.<Print V_13:V_14>.<Load V_9:V_10>.
<FormKeep V_9:V_12>.<SimplePrint V_3:V_4>.nil
As an example, from the query Step(<Main 4 split 0:8>), one can reach the
following result:
<Print 7:8>.<Load 6:7>.<FormKeep 6:8>.
<Print 3:4>.<Load 2:3>.<FormKeep 2:4>.
<Print 1:2>.<Load 0:1>.<FormKeep 0:2>.
<SimplePrint 4:6>.nil
This schedule proposes to execute the simple print task SimplePrint between time 4
and 6. The complex print task is decomposed into three ones that are executed for the
first one between 0 and 2 (Load between 0 and 1 - Print between 1 and 2 - FormKeep
between 0 and 2), for the second one between 2 and 4 (Load between 2 and 3 - Print
between 3 and 4 - FormKeep between 2 and 4) and for the last one between 6 and 8
(Load between 6 and 7 - Print between 7 and 8 - FormKeep between 6 and 8).
4. Conclusion
Several advantages of this modelling with rules and strategies can be emphasized:
this provides the user with a high-level programming language for expressing com-
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plex tasks and their decomposition into primitive actions. In the same time, it is easy
to change the definition of strategies and rules. Then, thanks to the ELAN rewrite en-
gine and compiler, one gets easy and fast prototyping of an application. Last, but not
least, this declarative formalisation of tasks scheduling problems provides an adequate
framework for the verification of properties of rules. For rules not involving strategies
in their conditions, one can check for instance confluence and termination, absence of
contradiction, or covering properties. However much work remains to do for proving
properties of strategies.
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Appendix: ELAN rules
rules for state
N,N1,N2,NBVar : int;
st,st1,st2 : status;
B,E,t1,t2 : term;
LT : list[task];
LA : list[action];
C,C1 : csp;
n1,n2,n3,n4 : int;
Const : constraint;
S : state;
T : domain;
global
// 1st case: FP (within status all) is done after SP (cf constraint V_$n4=?V_$n1)
[Main1] <Main N st B : E>.LG || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
where Const := () V_$n1>=?B & V_$n3=?B & V_$n2<=?E & V_$n4<=?E &
V_$n4=?V_$n3(+)2 & V_$n4=?V_$n1
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where S := () <FormPrint N-1 all V_$n1 : V_$n2>.LT ||
<SimplePrint V_$n3 : V_$n4>.LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
// 2nd case: FP (within statut all) is done before SP (cf constraint: V_$n2=?V_$n3)
[Main2] <Main N st B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
where Const := () V_$n1=?B & V_$n3>?B & V_$n2<=?E & V_$n4<=?E &
V_$n4=?V_$n3(+)2 & V_$n2=?V_$n3
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
where C2 := () printnl(C1)
where S := () <FormPrint N-1 all V_$n1 : V_$n2>.LT ||
<SimplePrint V_$n3 : V_$n4>.LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
// 3rd case: SP is done between several FP (within the statut split)
//(cf constraint: V_$n3>?V_$n1 & V_$n4<?V_$n2)
[Main3] <Main N st B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
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where Const := () V_$n1>=?B & V_$n3>=?B & V_$n2<=?E & V_$n4<=?E &
V_$n4=?V_$n3(+)2 & V_$n3>?V_$n1 & V_$n4<?V_$n2
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where S := () <FormPrint N-1 split V_$n1 : V_$n2>.LT ||
<SimplePrint V_$n3 : V_$n4>.LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
/////////////////////////////////// Rules for FORMPRINT
// 1st case: the statut is all. We decompose into actions L and FK and into complex task MP
[F1] <FormPrint N all B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
where (pair[term,term]) [t1,t2] := () GetTimesTask(SimplePrint,LA)
where Const := () V_$n1=?B & V_$n2=?V_$n1(+)1 & V_$n3=?V_$n2 &
V_$n4=?E & t1>=?V_$n4 V t2<=?V_$n1
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where S := () <MultiPrint N all V_$n3 : V_$n4>.LT ||
<Load V_$n1 : V_$n2>.<FormKeep V_$n1 : V_$n4>.LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
// 2nd case: th statut is split. We decompose into 2 FP. For the two generated FP, the 1st
// one is done before the 2nd (following the list of tasks - cf constraint: V_$n2<=?V_$n3).
[F2] <FormPrint N split B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
if N > 1
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
where (pair[int,int]) [N1,N2] := (Split) split(N)
where Const := () V_$n1=?B & V_$n3>?B & V_$n2<=?V_$n3 & E=?V_$n4
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where st1 := (ChooseStatus) Stat
if not (N1==1 and st1==split)
where st2 := (ChooseStatus) Stat
if not (N2==1 and st2==split)
where S:= ()<FormPrint N1 st1 V_$n1:V_$n2>.<FormPrint N2 st2 V_$n3:V_$n4>.LT
|| LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
// 3rd case: idem above. We just inverse the order for the tasks: the 2nd is done
// before the 1st (cf constraint: V_$n4<=?V_$n1).
[F3] <FormPrint N split B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
if N > 1
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
where (pair[int,int]) [N1,N2] := (Split) split(N)
where Const := () V_$n1>?B & V_$n3=?B & V_$n4<=?V_$n1 & E=?V_$n2
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where st1 := (ChooseStatus) Stat
if not (N1==1 and st1==split)
where st2 := (ChooseStatus) Stat
if not (N2==1 and st2==split)
where S:=()<FormPrint N1 st1 V_$n1:V_$n2>.<FormPrint N2 st2 V_$n3:V_$n4>.LT
|| LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
/////////////////////////////////// Rules for MULTIPRINT
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// 1st case: we’ve got only one action for printing.
[MP1] <MultiPrint 1 st B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where Const := () V_$n1=?B & V_$n2=?V_$n1(+)1 & E=?V_$n2
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n2,2,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where S := () LT || <Print V_$n1 : V_$n2>.LA || C1 || n2 || T
end
// 2nd case: we have to print the job N times. Firstly 1, and then (N-1) times.
[MP2] <MultiPrint N st B : E>.LT || LA || C || NBVar || T => S
if N > 1
where n1 := () NBVar+1
where n2 := () NBVar+2
where n3 := () NBVar+3
where n4 := () NBVar+4
where Const := () V_$n1=?B & V_$n2=?V_$n1(+)1 & V_$n2=?V_$n3 & E=?V_$n4
where C1 := (LocalConsistencyForEC) ComposeCSP&Constraint(C,Const,n4,4,T)
if satisfiable(C1)
where S := () <MultiPrint N-1 st V_$n3 : V_$n4>.LT ||
<Print V_$n1 : V_$n2>.LA || C1 || n4 || T
end
end
